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Selection of Plan CC
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Very frustrated in this process

Throughout Iteration 2 we have not had a plan that represented balance for 
the Caloosahatchee

We initially considered Plan CC but before we had any of the details of 
impacts and operation

Plan CC was improved slightly from Pareto Plan D, but it has been hard to 
understand the logic of the Caloosahatchee being the only outlet in Zone D as 
a starting point for balance.

When you make comments such as S-80 not being “not the same” as S-79, we 
feel you are not listening to us.  
Both are the terminal discharge points to their respective estuaries and both 

transfer Lake O and watershed flows downstream.



Mis-representations of the 
Caloosahatchee
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If the need for water from the Lake to meet dry season demands is used as an argument that the 
CRE benefits from the C & SF system, that is patently wrong.  Historically the CRE was not 
connected to Lake Okeechobee.  The construction of the S-79 structure truncated the upper 
estuary and is a major cause of our problems with high salinity in the estuary.

S-79 is the only C&SF structure in Lee County and was added to mitigate the saltwater 
intrusion impacts of the C&SF system that were harming agriculture upstream

The entire east coast derives some benefit from the C&SF system through flood control for 
urban or agricultural lands. The SFWMD and the Army Corps do not provide that same service 
to Lee County – only mitigation of impacts from that system. 



Concerns with Plan CC
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Compared to both the existing and NA25, Plan CC 
greatly increases the overall volume and relative 
share of regulatory discharges to the CRE.   

578,000 acre-feet per year or more than 27 million 
acre-feet over the 52 years POR.  Clearly, there is a 
gross inequity in the distribution of regulatory 
flows from Lake Okeechobee.

CC increases the number of days of flows greater 
than 2100 cfs over NA25, which resulted from 
making the CRE the primary regulatory outlet for 
Lake Okeechobee.

Under CC, the CRE receives the greatest volume of 
regulatory discharges of any  resource area

L8 SLE CRE WCA TOTAL CRE% SLE%

ECBR 59 231 515 60 865 59.5 26.7

NA25 59 187 528 60 834 63.3 22.4

CC 3 72 578 194 847 68.2 8.5

BB 24 226 409 139 798 51.3 28.3

SR3.5 5 144 472 234 855 55.2 16.8
Units= kac-ft/yr

  Future Without

> Future Without

<Future Without



Concerns with Plan CC
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The increase in volume is due largely to a 37% increase in discharges between 2600-4500 cfs.

If the next 10 years are wet, The Caloosahatchee will be significantly worse off under Plan CC 
than LORS 08.

457 - 750 - 2100 - 2600 - 4500 -

<457 750 2100 2600 4500 6500 >=6500 SUM

ECBR 3809 1273 10443 4462 19896 12668 14985 67536

NA25 68 7647 15123 3506 16029 11165 13741 67280

CC 56 7825 15792 4602 22037 6049 13699 70061

Volume of Discharge in Flow Category

Units = kac-ft./yr.



Concerns with Plan CC
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The number of High LOK flow - # of 14-day periods >2100 <2600 increased over NA25 from 183 
events to 289 events (58% increase)and over ECBr value of 190 to 289.  This staggering increase in 
damaging regulatory flows was not captured in the MCDA evaluation (as discussed below).



Concerns with Plan CC
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 Under NA25 the Caloosahatchee experiences 187 months 
when flows exceed 2100 cfs, or 30% of the total months in 
the 52-year period of record.    

The average length in consecutive months of a 
stressful/damaging event is 3.1 months.  The longest event 
is 24 months, the second and third longest are 10 months

Under Alternative CC, the Caloosahatchee experiences 
235 months when flows exceed 2100 cfs or 37% of the 
total months in the 52-year period of record.  When 
compared to NA25 this represents a 25% increase in 
stressful/damaging flows. 

The average length of a stressful/damaging event is 4.1 
months.  The longest event is 27 months. The second 
longest is 23 months, while the third longest is 17 months.



Plan CC, Part D
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Very frustrated that Zone D 
was not changed and modeled 
in Iteration 2

Plan CC has the CRE as the 
only outlet for Lake water in 
Zone D, which is where most of 
the Lake management occurs.

In Zones B, C and D: Why 
wouldn’t flows at S-79 be 
capped at 2,100 CFS in 
accordance with the RECOVER 
PM?



Plan CC, Part D
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Under CERP, sending water south to the 
Everglades is supposed to decrease regulatory 
flood control discharges to the northern estuaries.  
While there is substantial improvement to the SLE; 

the CRE gets worse.  While LOSOM is not CERP, 
there is no reason why LOSOM should conflict 
with CERP goals.

 SLE receives all of the benefit of sending more 
water south.

Plan performance cannot be balanced or 
improved for the CRE with the closure of S-308 in 
Zone D.

Even Worse – Plan CC increases backflow to the 
Lake adding nutrients and sediments which 
further impact the ecosystem.

The closure of S-308 for discharges from the Lake 
cannot be addressed with “operational flexibility”



MCDA Scoring
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Process was flawed and the results were 
skewed

MCDA ranked CC high and BB lower

The SFWMD ranked BB as the best performing 
plan for the CRE

During the MCDA process, many PMs were 
ignored because they were thought to be less 
significant.  AFTER the modified Plan CC was 
released was it apparent that those ignored 
PMs were actually crucial to the health of the 
CRE. 

Due to these problems model run BB was 
apparently ignored during the selection of the 
preferred plan even though it performed the 
best for the CRE



MCDA Scoring
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Not Reliable
Different Plan rankings possible by 

choosing normalization technique

PM Weightings should change with 
the number of runs being evaluated

Did not allow for re-evaluation of 
weighting criteria

Did not use all PM metrics

Did not reliably represent 
stakeholder’s evaluations

Graphic on top right did not show 
the real MCDA scores

The MCDA scoring must not be 
used during the Plan optimization 
process.

All PMs should be reviewed during 
the optimization process.  



457- 750- 2100- 2600- 4500-

<457 750 2100 2600 4500 6500 >=6500

ECBR 555 285 468 343 347 117 66

NA25 76 504 593 301 280 101 58

CC 69 329 714 378 271 86 57

SR3.5 64 280 865 212 202 81 67

Flow Category

14-Day Moving Average
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Misleading

14-day moving average indicated a 
much different result than the actual 
flows under CC and led some to 
believe that CC was a better 
alternative than it is.

During the last three Lake O 
regulation schedule revisions, our 
technical team used the examination of 
mean monthly flows at S-79 as a better 
mechanism to understand the direct 
estuary impacts from Lake O 
operations.  These data are easily 
produced by the model output.

457 - 750 - 2100 - 2600 - 4500 -

<457 750 2100 2600 4500 6500 >=6500 SUM

ECBR 8923 1061 3769 952 2883 1186 849 67536

NA25 768 6975 6344 749 2338 1049 770 18993

CC 725 6382 6371 969 3285 573 688 18993

Number of Days in Flow Category



Summary of 
Impacts

 The Estuary (from S79 to Shell Point) receives 
damaging or stressful flows greater than 38% of the 
period of record.

 Damaging flows will occur for 21% of the period of record. 

 With harmful flows occurring over 38% of the period of 
record, there is little chance for the system to recover.

 This produces chronic impacts to critical habitat including 
oyster reefs and submerged grass beds.

 The increased total flow volume increases total 
nutrient loading, impacting our TMDL
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What Must 
Occur

 All discharges to the CRE need to be measured at S-
79. By changing the CRE control point from S-79 to 
S-77, future lake operations should be limited to 
2,100 CFS at S-79 wherever possible and when not 
possible a fair distribution at all outlets.

 Zone D must include releases to the SLE and the 
same east/west proportion as under LORS 08.

 Benefits of sending water south must be shared.

 The modeling conducted by the SFWMD presented 
on July 15th (model run 3.5) showed that substantial 
reductions in harmful discharges can be made, 
along with increased flows to the south.   

 Army Corps should look to SFWMD modeling and 
improve upon it to find improvements to address our 
concerns.
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Discussion
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